
Ref#: CG210020
Price: 68.000 €
Contact: +34 622 33 55 82 (+Whatsapp)
Location: Hurchillo, Alicante
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 1
Build Size: 63m2
Plot: 63m2

Apartment, Hurchillo

Apartment with 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom in Hurchillo, Alicante.

Here we have a wonderful top floor apartment (no lift) in the heart of Hurchillo, Orihuela. Consisting of 2 bedrooms and 1
bathroom, facing north being built in 2006.

This apartment benefits from having a large private roof top solarium of 70m2 to catch the Spanish sun, while enjoying
the fabulous mountain top views of Orihuela. Also it is just over the road from the community swimming pool. It comes
with fitted air-conditioning units, electric wall heaters and UK satellite dish on the roof.

A brief description of the property: you enter to the front terrace of about 6m2, a great space to relax on the table and
chairs. Leading into the apartment is the L shaped living-dining room going towards the part independent kitchen. This
has beautiful archways surround the kitchen which comes with top and bottom wooden units and white goods. Through
the hall takes you to the two double sized bedrooms with both built in wardrobes and free standing, while the master
bedroom has a private Juliet balcony. This is enclosed and holds the utility boiler. The spacious family bathroom on the
right has a Spanish size bath. Comes fully furnished with ceiling fans.

Hurchillo is a tranquil village located in the foothills of the Sierra de Hurchillo. Being only 5 minutes by car to the city of
Orihuela, the village has all you need in a few minutes walking distance. Orihuela city its self, has plenty of restaurants
and shops to choose from. There is a weekly market there and it also holds the med-evil market once a year which
brings thousands of tourists to the area. With banks, parks, pharmacies, doctors and many more. 

@ casagator.com
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